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Foundational Curriculum: 
Complete four or more 200-Level Honors Seminar Courses in First and Sophomore years in partial fulfillment of Liberal 
Education requirements: 
 
Term & grade  Course/title 
 
_______ _____  HN 210/HN 210W Seminar: Communication and Language Fluency (3 hrs) 

_______ _____  HN 220/HN 220W Seminar: World Understanding (3 hrs) 

_______ _____  HN 230/HN 230W Seminar: Artistic and Creative Imagination (3 hrs) 

_______ _____  HN 240/HN 240W Seminar: Scientific and Analytic Curiosity (3 hrs) 

_______ _____  HN 260/HN 260W Honors Augmentation (1 hr) Note: May take twice with different emphases. 

_______ _____  HN 260/HN 260W Honors Augmentation (1 hr) Note: May take twice with different emphases. 

 
Challenge Curriculum: 
Complete two or more of the following actions in junior and senior years.  

Term/date/grade Action 

_____________  Serve as a Tiger Tutor mentoring students in FYE 

_____________  Present research at a conference or symposium 
(Brenau Research Symposium counts if presentation is not required for another course.) 

_____________  Participate in a study abroad program and take HN 250 

_____________  Earn a double major 

_____________  Earn a minor 

_____________  Earn a Pre-PT concentration within their major 

_____________  Earn the Women’s Leadership Certificate 

_____________  Complete HN 499/HN 499W Honors Capstone (1-3 hrs) 
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Student Name _________________________________________  

Id No ________________________________________________  

Major Adviser __________________________________________  

Major ________________________________________________  
This program plan is valid only if the student registers for, and completes, a 
term at Brenau by summer 2025. If the student defers admission to fall 2025 
or after, the student must contact the adviser to change to the subsequent 
catalog. 
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